INSTANT

CBD PRO 3-IN-1
MOLECULAR MENDER

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

HOW TO PERFORM THE TREATMENT

AFTERCARE MAINTENANCE

L&F CBD 3-in1 Molecular Mender is an intense
professional reparative + preventative service
that instantly reconstructs damaged hair, infuses
anti-humectant properties and seals split ends delivering long-lasting results for up to 10 washes.
It’s specifically formulated for use with the L&F
CBD Corrective Complex Boost to help provide
immediate repair to dry, damaged hair.

WASH:
Shampoo hair using warm water. For best results,
use L&F CBD Instant Damage Correction
Shampoo.

After receiving the L&F CBD 3-in-1 Molecular
Mender, we recommend clients use the following
L&F Aftercare products to maintain the reparative
and preventative benefits as hair is washed and
styled in between treatments.
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MIX:
Pump 1oz./30mL (6 pumps) of L&F 3-in-1
Molecular Mender into a clean color bowl.
Squeeze L&F CBD Corrective Complex Boost
into the measuring cap. Measuring Guide:
• ½ of attached cap for fine/short hair
• 1 full cap for thick/long hair
ADD:
L&F CBD Corrective Complex Boost to L&F CBD
3-in-1 Molecular Mender and mix thoroughly
APPLY:
Use an applicator brush to apply mixture to
slightly damp hair from roots to ends. Comb
through to ensure even distribution. Place a
plastic cap on hair and process under medium
to high heat for 15-20 minutes, using your
professional judgement.
FINISH:
Rinse hair with cool water. Do not shampoo. Style
hair as desired.

L&F CBD Instant Damage Correction
Shampoo with color care is infused with a
proprietary, sulfate free, plant-based CBD
Corrective Complex that provides corrective
cleansing while restoring damaged areas
that attract dirt and build up.
L&F CBD Instant Damage Correction
Conditioner with color care is infused with
a proprietary, plant-based CBD Corrective
Complex that works to reduce damage and
noticeably strengthen each strand - for less
breakage and improved manageability.
L&F CBD Instant Frizz Remedy is the
ultimate humidity fighting solution,
activated by heat, for dry/damaged hair.
Hydrophobic properties instantly combat
frizz - effectively eradicating repeat humidity
offenders.
L&F CBD Phyto-Molecular Oil is a nongreasy formula designed to optimize total
hair and scalp vitality.

